Floor surface was cut by the rubble to the floor.

Boors cut in floor surface on east leg of house.

Taking down (a) baulk. Came down in a

Floors/fills/walls/etc. use other side of sheet if necessary.
Relation to other locus 1 over/under/touching/bonding with other
Locus Description: Include 1. Physical description, preservation, extent 2.

7. Sediment analysis/float
6. Inu.
5. Other
4. Faunal
3. Coins

2. Lamps: wheelmade - hell, mouldmade - Roman

Span/condition (can be to modern - cloth printing hell)
Comb and al-friez, modern grade

1. Pottery: Total wt. 4.5kg Fineware and unglazed, 1.4kg Soil

Finds:

 UNIT IN LOCUS: 16g
UNDER LOCUS (ES) (844.702)
END LEVEL (S) 463.34
TYPE (wall, floor, fill etc.) - CSS201
AREA (8.47 + SE

KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

Jul 2010
Flows/Fills/Walls etc. use other side of sheet if necessary.
Retention to other Local Ie over/under/out of touching/bonding with other
location description include 1. physical description, preservation/extent etc.

2. sediment analysis/float

6. Inv.

5. other

4. funerary

3. coins

Roman/Although hell, mouldable

2. lamps: wheeled: EB/MB to Roman

span/condition EB/MB to Roman

tom Roman, complete & S

1. pottery: total wr. L:7a fine unburnt-QM unknown, Ok. 120

Finds:

Units in locuss 1-10

Over locuss (es) (844) 37.4
Under locuss (es) (844) 465.37
End level(s) 465.37

Rubble

Area: CB 4.7 SE

Kedesh locus sheet

4 Jul 2010
include

If the fabric, pattern, and hand of the
divrute
Unit 169, not as a separate layer, because

Compartment, beaten earth, floor 1.2 m up as part of

Floors/Parapets, etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

2. Relation to other loci on upper/lower/bounding with other

Locus description: Include: 1. Physical description, preservation, extent

7. Sediment analysis/float

6. Inv.

5. Other

4. Faunal

3. Coins

2. Lamps, wheelmade, hell, mouldmade, Roman

Span/Condition

1. Pottery: Total wt. Fine and

Finds

9 units in locus: 169

[CB-47002]

over loci(9)

[CB-47006] 39.40

End level(s) 96.5.48

 Beg. level(s) 34.40

Type (wall, floor, fill, etc. floor (SOI))

[CB-47002]

locus

Area (CB-4.7 SE)

Kedesh locus sheet

Jul 2010
The loci above it, on locus 89, start in 48v7005.

Portion is cut by rubble (68v7005) on one

floor but did not remain. The

o

in (68v6623) and (68v7051) were exposed.

This is a plausible floor that is the same floors.

Floor/sills/alls etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

2. Relation to other loci is over/under/touching/bounding with other

Locus description include 1. Physical description, preservation, extent

7. Sediment analysis/float

6. In

5. Other

4. Faunal

3. Coins

2. Lamps: wheelmade, handmade, Roman

Span/condition

LDM

1. Pottery: total wt. fine, und

Finds:

Units in locus:

Over locus(es): (684005) N4

Under locus(es): (684004) End Level(s): 16

Begin Level(s): 46.5, 46.4 to 46.16

Type (wall, floor, fill etc.): Rock (Pristic)

Area: 5B4.75E

Kebesh locust sheet

Jul 2010
Site: Burnt Mill

Floor/Phases/Excavations etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

Location Description: Include 1. Physical Description, Preservation Extent

7. Sediment Analysis/Float
6. Inv.
5. Other
4. Faunal
3. Coins


2. Lamps: Wheel Made, Hell Mouled

Finds:

Units in Locus: 1711 178
Under Locus(es): 0847002
Beg. Level(s): 465.3
Type (wall, floor, fill etc.):
Area CB 447034

Locus CB 447023


Vol. Tzol

Kedesh Locus Sheet

2010
Ex 30:34
Ecclesiastes 24:21
Psalms 38:15

Description and extent
we count down on a pier and 16.34.2019
for year, we are the thing set in place
project
we are standing down the back to look better
Kephets
- western amarna
- 1985.11.10
Other finds

Over units (s) 510.14
S: 465.43
End levels M: 445.83
N: 495.64

Locus R414000

Under units (s)

S: 465.6
M: 495.65
N: 465.65

Unit G2110
Date due 6/15/10

Kadesh Unit Sheet

L. 4/7.2010
Description and extent

Span EB/MB to Roman

Ldm Roman context BS

Pottery wr 1.9 1.9

Red/brown, loam & rubble

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Volume 130L

# Unit(s) 169

Under levels N: 465.9

Below levels N: 465.6

Unit C9 4.7 4.7 0.5

Date Due: 06/10

Kedesh Unit Sheet

4/10/2010
Floor area is the region of the building.

Descriptive and external

Span E3 to H3
1dm CN + nickel, sheet

Pottery W14,469

Other finds - iron nails, 14/46

Wood the bright brown, sawn: compact
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Volume 660l

Under units (s) 169
S: 465.2
B: 465.4
N: 465.3

Date due 10/11 + 10/11

Kedesh Unit Sheet

Jul 2010
Locus CB 4.7 ± 0.24

Kedesh Unit Sheet

Date due 6/17/10